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Quotes
“I’ve learned that significant 
change programs need to 
be seen as a series of 
synchronized work streams  
- essentially projects.”

– Seán Meehan
Martin Hilti Professor of 

Marketing and Change IMD

SUCCESS FACTORS 
Cayenne allows participants 
to directly confront 30 issues 
which have empirically shown 
to be potential derailers of 
change initiatives. Through 
the experience of a business 
simulation, the executives can 
rehearse, anticipate, and prepare 
for derailing factors, all in a safe 
environment.  

SOLUTION

CELEMI Cayenne™

COMPANY

Institute for Management 
Development

OBJECTIVE

Creating Change Leaders through 
Project-based Simulations 

The International Institute for Management Development (IMD) is a business 
school located in Lausanne, Switzerland, offering MBA and Executive MBA 
programs. Consistently ranked as one of world’s top open programs by the 
Financial Times, IMD educates over 9,000 executives from across the globe 
each year. 

Since 2014, IMD has been integrating Celemi Cayenne™ into various executive 
education programs as a way of practicing communication and teamwork.  
Participants are typically senior-level managers studying at IMD. 

CHALLENGES

When implementing change, focus is often placed on the role of one leader 
and their behavior, actions, and decision-making skills. Though this is critical to 
managing change it is not the only lens through which we should view change 
management. Even when leadership gets everyone pointing in the right direction, 
motivated, and energized, managing these work streams under critical paths and 
immense performance pressure is difficult. Many things can go wrong, and as a 
result, can derail the entire change initiative. This is where Cayenne can help. 

OUTCOME

There are three main takeaways that Meehan has seen from these executive 
simulations. Firstly, Cayenne perfectly illustrates the tendency of leaders to 
manage up carefully, to the detriment of their team members and project teams. 
Secondly, it demonstrates how leaders tend to manage cash more carefully than 
time, and why this is dangerous. Thirdly, through Cayenne, leaders see how 
steering groups tend not to engage until it’s too late, and then over-engage: 
steering groups need to be fully engaged from the outset. 

By simulating a project gone wrong, experienced executives are able to reflect 
upon and re-evaluate their own leadership, and identify where there is room for 
improvement. Doing this in a high-energy, competitive, gamified environment is 
an effective and exciting way to make this self-reflection happen. 


